
Museum Enclave TCAMPO Staff Report 11-9-20 

The Crater Planning Commission (Crater PDC), the Petersburg Area Tourism 
Corporation (PART), and TCAMPO have  all have gone on record supporting the 
development of the Fort Lee Museum Enclave (Quartermaster Museum, 
Ordnance Training and Heritage Center, Women’s Museum, and the new 
Transportation Pavilion) using the 19th Street gate as the public access point from 
Route 36.  The development of the Museum Enclave is included in the Crater 
PDC’s 2020 CEDS.  The 2020 CEDS states:  

“This access would be a big enhancement for the tourism program managed 
by PART, as visitors could go to the museums without delay.” 

A formal request for MPO assistance began on August 11, 2020, where Crater PDC 
staff met with Fort Lee and State VA staff to discuss the Fort’s proposed Museum 
Enclave project.  Fort staff requested the MPO find funding up to $200k for the 
design of the project, then with the design the Fort will seek funds from various 
sources for construction.  As requested by MPO staff, VDOT in late August agreed 
to conduct a funding analysis of closeout projects to hopefully identify funding for 
the design of this project for Fort Lee, VDOT, MPO, and CTB review and action. 

Since then, there has been research, communications, and meetings among 
VDOT, MPO, PDC, FHWA, and Fort Lee staff.  Included are the conceptual 
drawings and estimate and details (Attachment 3).   

Last week, MPO/PDC staff learned from FHWA and VDOT that two things need to 
occur in order to start this project (“open to charges”): 

1. New projects added to the MPO TIP need to be applied for, scored, and
selected under a competitive MPO-approved process in order to meet
federal planning requirements and be open to federal charges (i.e., added
to the MTIP).

2. There needs to be a commitment to fully fund the entire project (road,
paving, fence, etc.) so a “PE only” project is not possible.

Therefore, with this new information and much discussion at TAC on November 5, 
2020 about options, the MPO should continue to work with Fort to seek, apply for, 
and secure funding for the projects.  It is expected the MPO will continue to work 
with VDOT and FHWA on federal and state transportation funding programs (RSTP, 
DAR, DCIP, etc.)  
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